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A theory of inelastic transitions in a two-level system is developed which extends the usual theory in 
two directions: (I) only one of the levels is considered stationary whereas the second is assumed to 
possess a prescribed damping ")I; (2) the system is perturbed by the resultant microfield of all 
surrounding particles. The calculations are performed for the case of dipole interaction with the 
microfield of charged particles moving along classical linear trajectories. The whole range of 
perturbing particle velocities can be described in a unified way by the theory. Within this range, five 
different physical regions can be distinguished: static, "Weisskopf," adiabatic, "exponential," and 
Purcell (Born) regions. Only in some of the regions can the lifetime of the stationary (usually 
metastable) level be expressed in terms of an ordinary cross section for inelastic transitions between· 
stationary levels whereas in other regions it can be expressed in terms of a kind of "cross sections" 
of a more complex nature (which contain ")I) or is not related to any type of cross section at all. The 
concepts of elasticity and inelasticity, of adiabaticity and nonadiabaticity become "mixed up" if 
allowance is made for ")I =F O. The possibility of applying the theory to the problem of destruction of 
a metastable level in a plasma is discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The present article represents a step towards a gen
eralization of the traditional formulation of the problem 
about transitions in a two-level system ("atom,,)[1-3J in 
the following two directions: a) Only one of the levels is 
assumed to be stationary while the second is assumed 
to have a given damping y (let us assume radiative 
damping); b) the perturbation of the system is not simply 
due to isolated (pair) collisions, but is due to the joint 
microfield created by the entire system of perturbing 
particles. In this connection the fundamental Simplifying 
assumptions are as follows: 1) the classical nature and 
the rectilinearity of the motion of the perturbing parti
cles, and 2) the homogeneity of the perturbing microfield 
over spatial dimensions of the size of an atom (the 
dipole interaction). 

The problem under consideration is obviously related 
to a whole series of effects, in the first place, to the 
effects associated with the decay of metastable atomic 
levels located near radiative levels. Here the classic 
example is the removal of the metastability of the hy
drogen 2s level as a result of transitions to the radiative 
level 2p 112, which is separated from it by the Lamb shift 
nwL' [4J Estimates of the corresponding lifetime T have 
been made only in the two Simplest cases: for decay in 
the presence of a static electric field F (the field of a 
capacitor, let us say)[5,6J and for the case of decay 
caused by collisions with the charged particles of a 
plasma. [7-10J Both of the indicated approaches are re
viewed in [4J, but without any attempt to establish their 
interrelation and limits of applicability. An analogous 
picture also holds for similar problems pertaining to 
the intensities of forbidden components of the lines, [11, 12J 
where an approach involving one of the two indicated me
thods is used more or less arbitrarily without clarifying 
the region of its applicability. 

The solution of the posed problem will be a synthesis 
of ideas and calculational methods from collision theory 
and from the theory of the broadening of spectral lines. 
(Such a synthesis was contemplated in[13J for the prob
lem of the 2s - 2p transition in hydrogen.) In this con
nection in view of the presence of the additional param
eters, namely, the dampingy and the density N of the 
perturbing particles, a significant number of regions of 
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the characteristic dimensionless parameters arises in 
the problem. To clarify the physical meaning of these 
regions, it is appropriate to start the investigation with 
the construction of the corresponding approximate treat
ments (Secs. 2 through 5) and only then do we generalize 
them to a single universal theory (Sec. 6).1) 

The initial system of Schrodinger equations for the 
amplitudes ao and a1 of the stationary (or metastable) 
and radiative states has the form 

i~o ~ VOl (t)ei"a" i~, ~ - i,a, + V,,(l)e-i·'ao. (1.1) 

Here w =0 lEo - E11/n is the distance between the levels, 
:IW 01(t) is the matrix element of the dipole interaction of 
the atom with the electric microfield F of the system of 
fi'charged particles: 

H H 
'\' '\' e(rOi + vit) 

"VOl = - (dF)o" F (I) = l...J Fi = l...J 
i=l i=l I roi + Vit 13 , 

(1.2) 

where rOi and Vi are the initial coordinates and veloci
ties of the perturbing particles with charge e, and d is 
the dipole moment of the atom. 

The problem under consideration, concerning the life
time T of the stationary level-that is, the time it takes 
for the value of lao(t)1 2 to decrease by a factor of e
breaks up into two stages. The first stage consists in the 
solution of the dynamical problem, that is, the solution 
of the system (1.1) with the appropriate initial conditions; 
the second stage consists in averaging the result with 
respect to the statistical ensemble of the random varia
bles r Oi and Vi' 

The conventional approach to the calculation of T, de
veloped by Purcell[7J and improved in[S-lOJ,-the calcu
lation of the cross section for isolated fast collisions -
corresponds to the solution of the system (1.1) for y =0 0 
according to perturbation theory. The position of this 
method (henceforth called the Purcell method) within the 
framework of the general theory will be clarified below. 
InCidentally, without such a clarification it is not even 
completely obvious that this approach is internally con
sistent since it combines neglect of y (i.e., it assumes 
y = 0) with non-allowance for the possibility of the in
verse transition from a 1 to ao even before the emission 
of the photon (which is equivalent, on the other hand, to 
the assumption that y - 00). 
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The most realistic case y « w is considered below 
(since the ratio y/w ~ 0.1 for the hydrogen levels 
2s - 2Pl/2). In this connection it turns out that the finite
ness of y itself leads to such interesting physical conse
quences as an unusual "intermingling" of the concepts of 
elasticity and inelasticity of the scattering (Sec. 3), an 
"intermingling" of the concepts of adiabaticity and non
adiabaticity (Sec. 4), and the appearance of effective 
cross sections of a more complicated (in comparison with 
ordinary cross sections) nature containing y (Sees. 3 and 
4), and sometimes it even leads to the result that T cannot 
be reduced to a cross section in general (Secs. 2 and 3). 

2. THE STATIC LIMIT 

We start with the case of the decay of a metastable 
atomic level due to the presence of the constant electric 
field F created by the surrounding charged particles in the 
plasma. In the absence of radiative damping (y = 0) a 
constant perturbation would simply lead to periodic os
cillations of the amplitudes of both atomic states with 
frequencies w (1,2), which are determined by the roots of 
the corresponding secular equation. [14J Taking the 
attenuation into account (y 1= 0) leads to the appearance 
of imaginary parts in the frequencies W(1,2) and, thereby, 
leads to an attenuation of the amplitude of the metastable 
state. In the case y « w under consideration, the proba
bility lao(t)1 2 that the system remains in the metastable 
state is given by the expression (compare with [6J )2) 

lao(t) I' "" exp{-1t[ 1- w / (w' + 4 1 VOl I') 'I,]}. (2.1) 

This formula is obtained from the exact expression, 
which is much more cumbersome, by making certain 
Simplifications which are permissible in the lifetime 
problem of interest to us, namely: the terms which are 
most slowly damped with time are kept, and the time
independent pre-exponential factor, which is close to 
unity, has been replaced by unity. The appropriateness 
of such a simplification is also confirmed by the results 
of Secs. 4 and 6. 

For sufficiently strong fields (IVo leff » w) the 
states ao and al are strongly "intermhed" and the life
time T of both states turns out to be of the order of l/y. 
Therefore, from the point of view of visualizing the de
pendence of T on the plasma parameters, the most inter
esting case is IV olleff « w, when (compare with Eq. 
(1.2)) 

It follows from Eq. (2.2) that in this case we are dealing 
with a distinctive quadratic Stark effect and the value of 
the constant C4 depends on the value of y. 

To determine T it is necessary to average (2.1) with 
respect to the distribution of the plasma microfieldz. 
which we assume to be a Holtsmark distributionJ JSJ 

Then the equation for the determination of T takes the 
form 

- 1 f exp {- '(1; (1- [1 + (2Allz) ]'I' )} dfJ(z)dz = e-'. (2.3) 

Here dfJ(z) is the Holtsmark function, i\ ~ 2.603, 
J.L == eldolIN2 /3/tiw (N denotes the density of the perturb
ing particles) is the characteristic dimensionless param
eter which determines the order of magnitude of the 
ratio of the value of the splitting in the field for an aver
age interparticle distance (~ eN2h) to the distance be
tween the levels. 
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For J.L »1 the lifetime T determined from Eq. (2.3) 
turns out to be of the order of l/y, in agreement with 
what was said earlier. For J.L « 1 we obtain 

't",,~_Il_""'tst 0 
"( . (All)' ,Il"" .13. (2.4) 

It is interesting to determine what value F* of the 
constant field F corresponds to T from Eq. (2.4). Using 
the expression for the lifetime in a constant field (ob
tained from (2.1) or (2.3) for J.L « 1) and equating it to T 

as given by (2.4), we have: F* ~ 5.11 eN2h• 

3. PERTURBATION THEORY. THE WEISSKOPF 
MECHANISM FOR INELASTIC TRANSITIONS 

Let us consider the solution of the system (1.1) in the 
approximation of perturbation theory with regard to the 
magnitude of the interaction V. 

We seek the solution for ao in the form ao = e-icp(t), 
where in second-order perturbation theory we write down 
the following expression for the phase cp (t) (assuming 
ao(O) = 1): [2J 

, " 
fjJ(t) = - i Jdt' VOl (t')exp{ (iw - "()t') f dt"V,,(t")exp{ (-iw + "()t"). 

• , (3.1) 
Since the phase shifts are small in the case under 

consideration, we assume that the resulting shift cp(t) is 
the summation of the shifts arising from individual colli
sions: 

.AI" 

fjJ(t) = LfjJk(t). 
k=l 

This enables us to reduce the averaging over the phase 
space of K particles (denoted below by < ... ) ~ to an aver
aging over the phase space of a single particle. 3) Intro
ducing the normalization volume V containing Kparti
cles and going to the limit K- 00, V - 00, K/V = N 
= const in the usual manner, [16J we obtain 

.AI" 

( I ao (I) I')"" = < II exp {21m fjJk (t)) > = exp {- NV' (t)l (3.2) 
k=l 

where the "collision volume" l'(t) is given by 

r(t).,. f dr[ 1- exp{2 1m fjJ(t) n. (3.3) 

Expressions (3.2) and (3.3) resemble the expressions 
for the correlation fWlCtion in the adiabatic theory of 
line broadening[2J with, however, the difference that the 
phase cp (t) is complex in the general case. 

To begin with let us consider the static limit, which 
is connected in the present case with the perturbation of 
the atom by individual particles. Calculating (3.3) with 
(3.1) and (2.2) (where F = e/r~) taken into conSideration, 
we find 

r(t) = 4" j r,'dro [ 1- exp { - 2 ~: t}] = ~" r( 4--) (2C,t),l. 
o 0 (3.4) 

According to Eqs. (3.2) and (3.4) we obtain the following 
result for the lifetime 

(3.5) 

This "binary" 1"st differs from the exact expression 
(2.4) for Tst by a numerical factor ~ 0.7 which obviously 
characterizes the accuracy of the binary scheme (the 
additivity of the phases CPk) in the static limit. The noted 
difference is (besides, for example, the Holtsmark broad
ening of the lines) one of a few examples of the nonbinary 
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nature of the effect of the microfield on the atom. As one 
goes away from the static limit, the role of the nonbinary 
effects decreases more and more, and in the opposite, 
impact limit any effects due to the action of the micro
field (line broadening, Coulomb collisions, and others) 
are completely converted into binary effects.[17,18J 

Now let us take the time dependence of the perturba
tion V 01 into account. We shall consider V Ol(t) in the so
called rotating coordinate system, where at any instant 
of time the axis of quantization z is directed toward the 
perturbing particle; [2J this permits us to greatly simplify 
the investigation while preserving all the characteristic 
dynamical features of the problem. 4) 

Then for the dipole interaction under consideration 
we have 

e(d,)" a . 
V (t)=---~-- R'(t)=p'+v't' 

01 nR'(t) R'(t)' 
(3.6) 

(p is the impact parameter and v is the velocity of the 
perturbing particle). 

A rigorous calculation of the time dependence of V OJ 
would require utilization of the quantity R2(t) = p2 
+ v2(t - t o)2 in expression (3.6), where to denotes the 
time of closest approach. The customary simplificatiou 
to == 0 is obviously equivalent to taking account of only 
one of the completed trajectories, which is completely 
analogous to the impact approximation in the theory of 
broadening. By using the standard arguments corre
sponding to this approximation, [2J we obtain the follow
ing result from Eqs. (3.1), (3.3), and (3.6): 

Nr(t) = ft, (3.7) 

~ 

r = Nv J 2npdp[ 1- exp{2 1m 'l'1(oo)} l~ NV(J(v), (3.8) 
o 

- -
Im'l',(oo)=-Re5 e'i.-v"dt5 Vo,(t)V\O(t-t)dt. 

, _00 

(3.9) 

As is clear from Eqs. (3.2), (3.7), and (3.8), in the ap
proximation under consideration the quantity T is ex
pressed in terms of a certain cross section a(v), which 
corresponds to the binary nature of the collisions in this 
approximation. Since the connection between the quanti
ties T and a(v) has a well-known form in this case, we 
shall often write out only one of these. 

Let us evaluate expression (3.9) by USing (3.6) and the 
condition y «w. Direct integration gives 

Im'l"(oo)= -~(p;,n ne-'p·I,+ : F( 2 pvW )], (3.10) 

where the function F(x) has the form 

- { 2/x, x~1 
F(x)= x[e-'Ei(x)+ e'Ei(- x) 1 "'" 

2x (In x + C), x 4:: 1 
(3.11) 

(Ei denotes the exponential integral and C = 0.577 is 
Euler's constant). 

It follows from Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11) that the first 
term in (3.10) gives the major contribution to the cross 
section (3.8) for large velocities, and the second term 
gives the major contribution for small velocities. Ac
cording to Eq. (3.1) expression (3.10) is the inelastic 
scattering phase, where the first term corresponds to the 
usual Born approximation of the type used by PurceI1.[7] 
In regard to its structure the second term resembles 
the elastic scattering phase in the theory of broadening 
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associated with the presence of a perturbing level, [2J 
which is related to the usual adiabatic (non-Weisskopf) 
mechanism for line broadening. The appearance of such 
a phase shift in expression (3.10), characterizing the in
elastic scattering, means that the presence of an attenu
ation y leads to an "intermingling" of the elastic and in
elastic scattering amplitudes. Thus, here we encounter 
a new, unique inelastic transition mechanism, resulting 
from the presence (to II sufficient degree") of the elastic 
phase in the ratio y Iw. In analogy with the theory of line 
broadening, in what follows we shall call this mechanism 
the Weisskopf mechanism. 

Now let us trace the transition between the Purcell 
and the Weisskopf mechanisms for inelastic scattering. 
Changing to dimensionless variables x = 2pwlv and 
f3 = wa/v2 in Eqs. (3.8) and (3.10), we obtain 

where 
~-~h .. 

I'lw(~)= 5 dxx[1-exp{- ~'XVIW(X)}], 
2n'l,r (1/ 3 ) 0 

() -4 (ne-' YF(X»)_4 {2Y/wx', x~1 
X,lw x - n --+--- - n x2. w x2 n/x2, x« 1 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

As (3 - 00, Iylw((3) approaches (ylw)2/\ and we ar
rive at the Weisskopf limit where, according to Eq. 
(3.12), the lifetime and the cross section turn out to be 
given by 

(3.15) 

For (3 - 0 we have 

( ) 
n4Is~:/J InJ..... 

I v/o ~ = rei,) ~ , 

which gives the Purcell limit (to within logarithmic ac
curacy) after substitution into expression (3.13) 

v 
t""'----

n'Na'ln 1/~ 
(3.16) 

Expression (3.16) differs from Purcell's result[7] 
by the numerical factor 1T2 / 4, which is typical for the 
difference between results obtained in rotating and fixed 
coordinate systems-see[2] and also Sec. 6 below). 

In addition to the limiting cases (3 - 00 and (3 - 0, 
formula (3.31) also generally admits the existence of a 
certain intermediate range of values of (3, where the 
dimensions of this region are determined by the value of 
ylw. However, such a region cannot be correctly des
cribed within the framework of perturbation theory and 
requires a more rigorous investigation (see Sec. 4). 

The transition from the "collisional" case (3.7) under 
consideration (more preCisely, from its Weisskopf limit) 
to the static case (3.4) is given by the general formula 
(3.3). Such a transition is quite analogous to the transi
tion from the impact limit to the static limit in the theory 
of broadening associated with the quadratic Stark effect. 
It is not possible to evaluate the integral (3.3) analytic
ally. We are primarily interested in the boundary be
tween the regions of applicability of (3.4) and (3.7). It is 
well known from the theory of broadening that the static 
and impact results are valid for times t « Po/v and 
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t »Po/v, respectively, where Po is the characteristic 
radius of the collision. In our case it is related to the 
"Weisskopf" cross section: po ~ raw- (see (3.15)). We 
note that the quantity Po is, in a sense, the analog of the 
Weisskopf radius in the theory of broadening; [2J here it 
has a more complicated nature (which appears in the ex
plicit dependence of Po on y). The "transition" value 
t ~ Po/v can also be obtained by directly setting the 
"collisional" (3.7) (in its Weisskopf limit) and the static 
(3.4) expressions for r(t) equal to each other. 

The analysis which has been carried out permits us 
to relate the transition between the static and Weisskopf 
mechanisms of inelasticity to a variation of the param
eter g == N pg, which obviously characterizes the degree 
of the non-binary nature of the microfield's effect 
(g « 1 corresponds to the binary nature of the colli
sions' and g » 1 corresponds to the multiple nature of 
the collisions). In fact, as one can easily verify, the 
value of g determines into which of the regions of time 
evolution of the collision volume r(t)-namely, (3.4) or 
(3.1)-the lifetime T determined by the relation Nr(T) = 1 
will fall. We thus obtain T »po/v for g « 1, that is, 
the lifetime of the atom is determined by the Weisskopf 
mechanism of inelasticity, and we have T «plv for 
g » 1, which corresponds to the static mechanism. We 
recall that a parameter of the type of g plays a similar 
role ill connection with the comparison of the roles of 
the impact and static mechanisms in the generation of 
the half-widths of spectral lines. [2J 

Strictly speaking, the binary scheme used above is 
only valid for g « 1; however, even for g » 1 it leads to 
results which do not differ markedly from the exact re
sults, as has already been indicated in connection with 
the difference between expressions (3.5) and (2.4). 

4. THE ADIABATIC APPROXIMATION 

Now let us consider another approximation which is 
valid for perturbations which vary sufficiently slowly
the adiabatic approximation. Such an approximation is 
applicable in the region {3 » 1, where (3 == awlv2 ; see 
Eq. (3.12).5) In this case the solution is usually based on 
the static result (2.1), where the perturbation VOl is as
sumed to parametrically depend on the time.[lJ On the 
other hand, one can also approach the solution of this 
problem in the spirit of the work by Smirnov and 
Chibisov.[19J Starting from Eq. (2.1), let us determine 
the steady-state value of the transition probability per 
unit time, W = -d In laol 2/dt. If the perturbation varies 
adiabatically, then one can assume that the change of the 
total (at the moment t) probability P(t) for a transition 
from the state ao to a1 is equal at each moment of time to 
the product of the probability 1 - P of observing the sys
tem in the state ao by the probability W, which depends 
parametrically on the time: 

dPldt = -W(t) (1- Pl. (4.1) 

Integrating (4.1) with the initial condition P(-oo) = 0, 

where 

(4.4) 

1 ~ [( Z') -'I'] { nz'/4 Z ~ 1 
P(ZJ=-;-LdX 1- 1+(1+x'J' "" B('/,:'/,J""1.70,z;}>1 

(B is the beta function). 
(4.5) 

For ~ » 1 we have zeff « 1 and A(O 
~ 2-7i31T2 /'T (1/3H 2/3, which now gives for (4.3) the well-
known Weisskopf cross section (3.15). 

For ~ « 1 we have zeff » 1 and A(O ~ (4/3)B(1/4, 
51 4)~, which gives 

aad""_B - - --",,311--Bn (1 5) 1a 'I, 1a 'l, (4.6) 
3 4 '4 UW'l z • VW'/~' 

The lifetime corresponding to this cross section is given 
by 

(4.7) 

We note that this "adiabatic" lifetime does not depend on 
the velocity, just like the static Tst given by expression 
(2.4). It is interesting to compare these two lifetimes: 

(4.8) 

We note that the value ~ ~ 1 corresponds to the value 
{3 ~ (Wly)2 » 1. 

The investigation which has been carried out essen
tially exhausts the adiabatic region for the case y Iw f. 0 
and furthermore for not too small values of y Iw. The 
latter limitation is associated with the fact that the in
vestigation is primarily based on the static ~esult (2.1), 
whose structure is valid only for y f. 0, as is clear from 
what was said in Sec. 2. The result is that the cross 
section aad given by Eq. (4.6) vanishes in the limit ylw 
= 0 (for a fixed value of v), whereas in actual fact the 
cross section does not vanish for y = 0 and {3 » 1 (which 
simply corresponds to the transition between two station
ary levels) although it is exponential small. [1-3J We note 
that our .result for the adiabatic cross section (4.3) when 
ylw f. 0 has a power-law character. This qualitative dif
ference indicates the important role in which the non
stationary nature of the level plays in scattering, which 
essentially leads to an "intermingling" of the concepts of 
adiabaticity and non-adiabaticity (in analogy to the way 
this occurred for the concepts of elasticity and inelasti
city in Sec. 3). 

To establish the value of (3 at which the transition 
from the cross section (4.6) to the usual exponential 
cross section ae occurs, it is sufficient to match these 
cross sections in the intermediate region. Confining our 
attention to the most important dependence, we have[1,2 J 

(4.9) 

we obtain the following result with (2.1) taken into account: where C1 and C2 are numbers of the order of unity. By 

(4.2) 

Defining on the basis of Eq. (4.2) the "adiabatic" cross 
section aad in the usual manner (compare with Eq. (3.8)) 
and introducing the dimensionless parameter ~ = yJ2!f1W, 
we obtain: 

78 

aad(S) = 4n ~A(~J, 
w 
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(4.3) 

equating (4.6) and (4.9) we find 

~ -[In(whJ+ In In(whJ+ ... ]'. 

Upon a further decrease in the value of {3 there occurs 
(for (3 ~ 1) a transition from the "exponential" region 
(4.9) to the Purcell (Born) region {3 « 1 (compare with 
Sec. 3), which is no longer adiabatic. This transition fits 
into the framework of the standard problem about inelas-
tic scattering on stationary levels (y 0) and may be 
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traced, for example, on the basis of the interpolation 
formulas presented in [1,2 J. A more complete analysis 
of the transition between the various types of cross sec
tions (for arbitrary y / w « 1) will be given in Sec. 6. 

5. THE TOTAL PICTURE OF THE PHYSICAL 
REGIONS AND THE NATURE OF THE 
VARIATION OF THE LIFETIME 

Before proceeding to the construction of the general 
solution, it is useful to summarize qualitatively the re
sults of the conducted investigation. Figure 1 shows the / 
density N as a function of v with two curves drawn: one 
of these curves is given by the equation T(N, v) ~ l/y, 
which determines (in order of magnitude) when lifetime 
takes on its minimal value l/y; all of the regions lying 
above this curve obviously correspond to the value 
T R< l/y and therefore their mutual demarcation is not 
of interest. The corresponding value of T taken from 
formulas (2.4), (3.15), (3.16), (4.7), and (4.9) was used 
as the lifetime T in each of the regions below the curve. 

The second curve shown on Fig. 1 corresvonds to the 
boundary of the region of applicability of the binary ap
proximation, which is determined by the value of the 
parameter geff == N P~ff ~ 1. In each of the physical 
regions of Fig. 1, the quantity Peff has the meaning of 
the effective impact parameter: in order of magnitude 
Peff is determined by those values of P which introduce 
the major contribution to the corresponding cross sec
tion-integrals over P of the form (3.8) and so forth. 
T'1sWfor the Weisskopf region we obtain: Peff ~ Po 
~ a ; for the adiabatic and exponential regions we 
find: Peff ~ -./a/w; and, finally, for the Purcell region 
we have: Peff ~ -J(jF ~ a/v. (We note that the value of 
Peff does not always coincide with the square root of the 
corresponding cross section.) Thus, the criterion of the 
binary nature itself, geff « 1, changes during a transi
tion from one region to another, and therefore the 
parameter geff shown on Fig. 1 is supplied with the 
superscript of the corresponding region. 

As is evident from Fig. 1, the violation of the binary 
nature primarily manifests itself in the static region, 
since in the remaining regions the curve geff = 1 either 
COincides with the curve T ~ 1/y or else lies above it. 

The dependence of the lifetime on the velocity v for a 
fixed value of the density (i.e., for IJ. = const) is schem
atically shown in Fig. 2. As is clear from the figure, 
T is maximal in the static and in the Purcell limits. 
This has a simple meaning: In both of these cases the 
characteristic frequencies of the perturbing field are far 
from the natural frequency w of the two-level system. 

N 

FIG. 1. Demarcation of the regions in the (N, v) plane: I-the static 
region, II-the Weisskopfregion, III-the adiabatic region, IV -the ex
ponential region, and V -the Purcell region. The dotted curve corre
sponds to the emergence of the lifetime at the limiting value I /'r; the 
solid curve corresponds to the boundary of the binary region. 
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" 'is! 

FIG. 2. Velocity dependence of the lifetime (for two values of the 
density); 

The minimum lifetime corresponds to the case of a 
"resonance": The frequency v/Peff of the perturbing 
field is comparable with w. For y = 0 an exponential 
growth of T would be observed in the region of small v. 
For y f. 0 T assumes the finite (static) limiting value, 
successively passing through the adiabatic and Weisskopf 
values. The physical reason for this is that the attenua
tion of one of the levels even for v - 0 is equivalent to a 
certain nonstationary behavior of the perturbation and 
thereby is equivalent to the preservation of the resonant 
Fourier harmonics of this perturbation. 

According to Eq. (4.8) the difference between the 
static and adiabatic lifetimes decreases with increasing 
density (i.e., with increasing IJ.; see the lower curve on 
Fig. 2). When a certain segment of the T(V) curve 
reaches the line T ~ l/y, there is naturally no further 
decrease of T on this segment. 

6. THE GENERAL SOLUTION 

The results obtained above for separate physical reg
ions, can be generalized on the basis of a sufficiently 
general formal solution. It is clear that obtaining the 
exact solution of the system (1.1) for V01(t) of arbitrary 
form and moreover for y f. 0 is apparently a problem 
which is insoluble in analytic form. Additional difficul
ties arise at the stage of statistical averaging owing to 
the multiple nature of the microfield. In view of these 
difficulties we shall, in the first place, confine our atten
tion to the set of regions in which T is expressed in 
terms of the cross section (see Secs. 3 and 4) and, in 
the second place, we shall resort to an approximation for 
the general formal solution of the system (1.1) in the 
spirit of [20J .6) 

The indicated general solution will be constructed by 
starting from the formalism of a factorized (or multi
plicative) integral. [21 , 22J 

Let us write down the initial system (1.1) in matrix 
form. To do this we introduce the state vector 
a = (ao, all and the evolution operator S according to the 
relation a(!:) = a(to)S(to, t). Then the system (1.1) takes 
the form (S(to, to) = 1) 

is(to. t) =8(to• t)V(t). 
(6.1) 

v(t) = _1M-t(1-a,) + VOla, exp {ia,rot}, 

where ax and az are the Pauli matrices. The amplitudes 
ao and a l are obtained from Eq. (6.1) by the action of the 
projection operators Po and P1: 

lao.,(t) I' = Sp{PoS~(to. t)Po.,S>(to• t)}, 

Po" = (1 ± a,) /2. 
(6.2) 

One can write the general formal solution of the system 
(6.1) in the form of the so-called multiplicative integral 
e J (the other notation is T exp), compare with [22 J : 

8 (to, t)= e S [- iV('C) ]d'C "" Texp [ - i S V('C)d'C]. (6.3) 
~ to to 
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One can rewrite Eq. (6.1) in the following integral form: 
, 

8(to, t) = 1- i J dt, S(to, t,) v(t,). (6.4) 
'. 

Setting S(to, t 1) = Ion the right-hand side, we obtain 
first-order perturbation theory. By applying this pro
cedure to the right-hand side several times, one can 
obtain any arbitrary number of terms in the perturba
tion-theory series. The obtained approximations obvi
ously do not describe strong perturbations. Therefore, 
let us construct on the basis of Eq. (6.4) a certain other 
approximation, permitting us to describe the case of 
weak perturbations as well as the case of strong but 
adiabatically varying perturbations. To do this, we sub
stitute for the exact S-matrix the adiabatic S-matrix 
§ad(to, t) in the right-hand side of Eq. (6.4), and stipulate 
that sad (to, t) tend to unity as V - 0 and the results of 
perturbation theory be thereby preserved. In this con
nection, in the case V ~ const such a substitution of 
Sad(to, t) guarantees that we obtain the exact solution. 

In order to obtain Sad(to, t) we apply the method used 
in the work by Kolkunov and Rostokin. [22J First let us 
consider the case y = O. By uSing the easily checked re
lationship 

S(to, t)= R-'(to)e J{- iRer) hr)R-'(-r)-ih-r)R-'(-r)ld-rR~(t), 
'0 (6.5) 

where R(t) is an arbitrary matrix having an inverse, we 
transform Eq. (6.3) to the form 

S(to,t)=exp [ -ia, !Il~O ]e S {-iVOI(-r)ax-i ; a, }d-rexP[ia, ~t]. 
'0 (6.6) 

Let us write the matrix inside the curly brackets in 
(6.6) in the form 

(6.7) 

By separating the oscillating factor exp(-iGy8) from 
(6.6) with the aid of the transformation (6.5), we have 

~ [!Ilt. ] [ 6(to) ] s(to,t)=exp -ia'-2- exp -ia'-2-

,. (6.8) 

)(e J {- ia,w(-r)- ia. e~-r) }d-rexp [ la, e~t) ] exp [ ia, ~t ]. 

'. 
According to Eq. (6.7) the derivative 8 in (6.8) is pro

portional to the derivative V and, therefore, is small in 
the limit of an adiabatic perturbation. The desired ma
trix §ad(to, t) is obtained by expanding (6.8) in a series 
up to terms of first order in e. Then substituting Sad 
into (6.4) and integrating over frequencies,7) we obtain 
the following result after making certain transformations 
and taking (6.2) into account: 

lal0(00)I'=lfdtVOI(t)exP[-2iSW(-r)d-r]i' , (6.9) 
-~ , 

where to is set equal to -00 (V(-oo) = V(oo) = 0). 

Formula (6.9) agrees with the result of Vai'nshteln, 
Presnyakov, and Sobel' man; [20J this agreement is 
natural since similar assumptions were used in the 
derivation of both formulas. 

Now let us take the damping of the state a1(t) into ac
count (y f. 0). It is obvious that for arbitrarily small 
y f. 0 and t - 00 the amplitude a1(t) tends to zero, and by 
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the same token the probability of finding the system in 
the state a1 also tends to zero. However, the probability 
to remain in the state ao(t) for t - 00 and y f. 0 is finite. 
Thus, la1(ooW is a discontinuous function of y (la1(ao)12 
= 0 for any arbitrary y f. 0, but it is given by expression 
(6.9) for y = 0). However, the function lao(00)12 is con
tinuous as y - O. 

We further note that with the aid of the transforma
tion (6.5) it is possible to represent the matrix § (to, t) 
given by expression (6.3) in the form y 

(6.10) 

where 
t 

8"(t,, t) = !im e J {- (1-1')8,' (t" -r)1>,8 •. -' (t" -r) ld-r. (6.11) 
l' _0 to 

Since the values of §y' (to, T) enter into (6.11) for finite 
times T, one can simply set y' = 0 .inside the integral 
sign. 

Taking what has been said in connection with 
Sy_ 0(-00,00) into account, with the aid of Eqs. (6.1), 

(6.2), (6.10), and (6.11) we obtain the following result for 
the probability to remain in the state ao: 

la, (00) I' = [1 -la,' (00) I']exp {- 21_1 la,'(t) I'dt }. (6.12) 

The physical meaning of this result is clearly evident 
from its structure: For y f. 0 the probability to remain 
in the state ao is equal to the product of the probability 
to remain in any of the two levels (the exponential fac
tor) times the probability to be in the state ao for y = 0, 
The probability of remaining in either of the two levels 
is determined in turn by the product of the probability of 
being in the state a1 at the moment t and the probability 
to "immediately" leave the system: 2ydt. 

We emphasize that the result (6.12) is not connected 
with the use of the approximation (6.9). 

Passing on to a concrete calculation, let us substitute 
the approximate value of la~12 g~ven by (6.9) into expres
.sion (6.12). In this connection, since we are interested 
in the case y/w « 1 (when, as was indicated in Secs. 3 
and 4, the effects associated with y =I 0 only give a con
tribution in the region of slow adiabatic collisions), one 
can limit oneself to the even simpler purely adiabatic 
approximation for la~(t)12 in the argument of the exponen
tial function in (6.12). The latter approximation is ob
tained with the aid of Sad (for V = 0) and relations (6.1) 
and (6.2): 

la,ad(t) I' = 'i2[1-!Il/2w(t»). (6.13) 

We note that, just as should happen, a1(00) = 0 in the 
adiabatic limit, that is, the adiabatic perturbation by 
itself doesn't cause any transitions between the levels. 
However, even an adiabatic perturbation leads to a non
vanishing transition probability when y f. O. As one can 
easily see, this probability corresponds to the probabil
ity (4.2), which was derived above from different consid
erations. 

Let us write down the expression for the cross section 
Go, corresponding to the probability of leaving the state 
ao. With the aid of Eqs. (6.9), (6.12), and (6.13) we obtain 

a,(v)= 201 J P dp {1-[1-la,'(00) I')exp [ -.J ( 1- 2w7t) )dt]}. 

(6.14) 
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Introducing, just as in Secs. 3 and 4, the dimension
less parameters (3 = WOI/V2, ~ = yf2i3/w and defining the 
dimensionless cross section a( ~, (3) with the aid of the 
relation ao(v) = 21T(0I/v)2a(~, (3), we find 

o(s,~) = j xdx( 1-[1- G,(x) lexp { - sP ("I':)} ), (6.15) 
o 

where 

(6.16) 
• 4 'I, 

'l(X,y)=xSdZ[1+ x'(1+Z')'] . 
o 

The function p(x) is defined by formula (4.5). 

It is clear from Eq. (6.15) that the total cross sec
tion a (~, (3) can be represented in the form of the sum of 
the already known "adiabatic" cross section aad( ~) given 
by expression (4.3) and a certain other cross section 
0'( ~, (3), which is defined as the product of the function 
G{3(x) and the function exp{-~p(v'2/x)}. For ~ = 0 the 
cross section a( ~, (3) goes over into the cross section 
corresponding to the usual treatment of the scattering 
problem (y = 0).[2,20J As we have seen in Sec. 4, the 
transition of the total cross section a( ~, (3) from aad( ~) 
to ae( (3) given by Eq. (4.9) (which is one of the limits 
a(O, (3)) occurs for ~ « 1. Therefore, in the expression 
for a( L (3) one can everywhere approximately set ~ = O. 

Let us trace the behavior of the cross section 0'(0, (3) 
== a({3) in the limiting cases of large and small {3. 

For {3 » 1 the values Yeff which give the major con
tribution to the integral (6.16) are small (Yeff « 1). By 
expanding the integral in the argument of the cosine in 
(6.16) in powers of y, we evaluate the integral over y (by 
the method of residues). The following integral with 
respect to x is evaluated by the saddle-point method on 
the real axis, which gives (xo = (2 is the saddle point) 

(j(~) enexp{-c21'~}, c2=2xo(1+4jxo,)'I'=4. (6.17) 

Values xeff » 1 are important for {3 « 1, which 
allows us to neglect (in the argument of the cosine in 
(6.16)) the difference of the radical appearing there from 
unity. Evaluating the simple integrals with respect to y 
and x which arise, we arrive at the result (3.16). 

The calculations of a ({3) in the region {3 ~ 1 encounter 
considerable difficulties (even with the aid of an elec
tronic computer). In order to simplify the calculations 
one can, for example, follow [20J and replace the square 
root in the argument of the cosine by a sum of the roots 
of both terms. One can show[23J that such a simplifica
tion permits us to express the function G{3(x) in terms 
of a Whittaker function, and then the calcUlation is per
formed on an electronic computer. 

Thus, all of the limiting cases investigated in Secs. 3 
and 4 follow from the general formulas (6.15) and (6.16), 
which were derived on the basis of a formal solution of 
the initial system (1.1). 

The approximation of a rotating coordinate system 
(3.6) was utilized in the cited investigation. As mentioned 
in Sec. 3, this only leads to an inaccuracy in the value of 
the numerical coefficient appearing in the Purcell cross 
section; in the remaining regions, corresponding to slow 
collisions, it is obviously not very essential to take the 
effects of rotation into account. 
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It is not difficult to generalize the result (6.9) in such 
a way that the effects of rotation are taken into account 
in it. Since these effects are most important in the reg
ion where perturbation theory is applicable, it is suffi
cient to replace expression (3.6) for Vo1(t) by its exact 
value-(d· F(t))Ol' F = e(p + vt)l1p + vtl 3, where this re
placement is only made in the term which is responsible 
for the result of perturbation theory (in other words, 
the values of V O1(t) appearing under the integral sign in 
(6.9) are not subject to replacement). Averaging over 
the angles of the vectors p and v after making this re
placement, we obtain a somewhat more complicated func
tion G~(x) instead of the function G{3(x) given by (6.16): 

, 4~ {[ ~S dy _ - ] 2 

G, (x) = 3..;;' 0 (1 + y2)'/, cos (Y~ '1 (x, y)) 

(6.18) 

+[~SdY Y . cos(1'13'l(x,y))]2}. 
" (1 + y'l''' 

For {3 » 1 expression (6.18) guarantees as usual the 
derivation of the exponential cross section (6.17). For 
(3 « 1 formula (6.18) leads to Purcell's result with the 
correct numerical coefficient in front of the logarithm: 

(6.19) 

where b is a number of the order of unity. The value of 
b depends in general on the specifiC nature of the prob
lem. For example, for the problem concerning the 
2s - 2p transition in hydrogen, b ~ 0.60. [9, 10J 8) 

7. DISCUSSION 

The investigation which has been carried out indicates 
first of all the important role of the damping y in slow 
colliSions, leading to the decay of metastable states. The 
question of experimental observation of the effects as
sociated with the damping y depends on the specific 
transition. For example, for the 2s - 2p 112 transition in 
hydrogen, the lifetime T of the 2s state is determined by 
the Purcell cross section for collisions with plasma ions 
up to velocities Vi ~ 106 cm/sec, Le., for the majority of 
real cases. In the Purcell limit the contribution of the 
2p312 level (which is approximately ten times farther 
from the 2s level than the 2P1i2 level is) to T is com
parable with the contribution of the 2PIl2 level. [7J We 
note, however, that for Vi ~ 106 cm/sec the contribution 
of the 2p312 level may no longer be determined (in view 
of the large value of (3 in comparison with the 2Pd2 level) 
by the Purcell cross section, but it may be determined, 
for example, by the corresponding minimum of the curve 
on Fig. 2. In this case the decay of the metastability is 
largely determined by the transitions to precisely this 
(more remote!) level. 

Such a type of increase in the value of {3 may also lean 
to that region of Fig. 2 where the lifetime T still signifi
cantly depends on y. This may occur, for example, for 
hydrogen-like ions with charge Z > L The point is that 
the Lamb shift W L inc rease s rapidly with increasing 
values of Z (en Z4).9) For example, the value of wL for 
the He+ ion with n = 2 exceeds the value of WL in hydro
gen by 14 times. [4J This leads to a shift of the boundary 
of the Purcell region toward larger velocities, v en Z2, 
and thereby leads to an increase in the role of the new 
effects considered above. A similar situation may also 
be realized for non-hydrogen-like systems in the case 
when the metastable level is sufficiently far away from 
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the radiating level (for example, for the case of the 
metastable 21g0 and 23So levels in heliwn). 

As far as the effects of the non-binary nature in the 
action of the plasma microfield are concerned, they 
mainly appear in very slow (almost static) collisions. 
Experiments on the decay of metastability caused by 
static (external) fields are in good agreement with the 
theory. [24] The possibility of observing similar effects 
in a plasma is hindered in the first place by the masking. 
of the static effects of the ions by the collisional effects 
of the electrons. 

In conclusion we note that the question of the relative 
role of the ions and electrons of the plasma in the decay 
of metastability must be resolved in each specific case 
on the basis of Fig. 2 (with the difference in characteris
tic velocities arising from the mass difference taken into 
consideration) . 

The authors express their sincere gratitude to Y. I. 
Rostokin for valuable discussions in the initial stages of 
this work. 

t)To avoid misunderstandings, we note that the superscripts ("static", 
"adiabatic", and so forth) associated with the lifetimes corresponding 
to these treatments {see Eqs. (2.4) and (4.7)) sometimes may not per
tain to the entire range of the approximation but only to one of its 
limits. We do this in order to simplify the notation in those cases when 
the other limit is trivial (Sec. 2) or when an overlapping of the approxi
mations occurs; the latter situation refers to Sec. 4 where the cases of 
slow perturbations of arbitrary force and weak perturbations of arbi
trary velocity (Sec. 3) overlap. 

2)We have corrected certain errors in the formulas given in [6 J . 
3)Here and below the velocity v of the perturbing particles is assumed for 

simplicity to be fixed and equal to a certain characteristic velocity of 
the Maxwell distribution, so that the averaging over the phase space of 
a single particle simply reduces to an integration with respect to its co
ordinate rk. 

4)The effects associated with rotation (leading to a more accurate deter
mination of the numerical coefficients in the Purcell limit) are analyzed 
in Sec. 6. 

S)The quantity {3 is the analog of the well-known Massey parameter, [IJ 
which characterizes the ratio of the natural frequency of the system to 
the frequency of the external perturbation. 

6)As will be clear below, the approximation we are using touches essential
ly only on the traditional aspects of the problem, corresponding to the 
case'Y = 0, which is not of major importance for our investigation. 

7)Here it is clear that the expansion in powers of e contains, in particular, 
first-order perturbation theory, so that one can also obtain Eq. (6.9) by 
the direct substitution of Sad into (6.2). . 

8)The calculation methods used in [9,10) are equivalent. The difference 
between the values of b obtained in these articles is simply due to the 
fact that in [9 J Euler's constant was not taken into account upon ex
panding the Macdonald function Ko{pw/v) for small values of its argu
ment. 

9)The order of magnitude of the ratio 'Y/wL does not change in this case. 
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